Model BT-2 Bin Tilter - Forks

10 Year/250,000 Cycle Warranty

These units are designed to reduce reaching and bending into parts containers. There are models suitable for palletized loads, carts and stacker bins.

Capacity: 2,000 lb.
Degree of Tilt: 87
Fork Length: 40 in.
Fork Height: 3.5 in.
Overall Fork Spacing: 24 in.
Overall Width: 34 in.
Overall Length: 53.5 in.
Overall Height: 35.25 in.
Tilt Speed: 17 sec.
Shipping Weight: 600 lbs.

2,000 lb. Capacity - 87 Degrees of Tilt

Special Features & Benefits

- All models have hydraulic return lines on the cylinders to preclude oil weepage.
- BT & BTS portable models are equipped with a 12 volt DC deep cycle battery power unit.
- All battery operated units are equipped with built in battery chargers.
- BTP non-portable pan tilters are equipped with 1HP AC 110 Volt motors.
- Portable units have “step down set”, “step down release” floor locks for ease of operation.
- Portable units have ankle protection around the portability casters for added safety.
- BT models have a backrest extension option to support extra wide containers.
- All units have warning light and audio warning options available.

Click here for: Optional Accessories

* Photo shows some options.